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> rm(list=ls())

> options(width=60)

1 Basic calculations

I’m assuming that you have installed R on your computer and opened up
the program

Try typing the following at the prompt. Lines beginning with > show
what you input into R; lines beginning with + representing continuation are
a continuation of input, and what follows is the printed output from those
commands.

These are the basic arithmetic operators for addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication and division.
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> 2 + 3

[1] 5

> 2 - 3

[1] -1

> 2 * 3

[1] 6

> 2 / 3

[1] 0.6666667

To calculate the power of something, e.g. the cube of 2 = 2∗2∗2, use ^.

> 2^3

[1] 8

These are the functions for the square root and natural logarithm, re-
spectively,

> sqrt(2)

[1] 1.414214

> log(2)

[1] 0.6931472

Often you will want to test whether something is less than, greater than
or equal to something.

> 3 == 3

[1] TRUE

> 3 == 8

[1] FALSE
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> 3 != 8

[1] TRUE

> 3 < 8

[1] TRUE

> 3 <= 8

[1] TRUE

> 3 > 8

[1] FALSE

> 3 >= 8

[1] FALSE

where != means “not equal to”.
In R, the values of True and False have special symbols: TRUE and FALSE.

R is case sensitive, so you must type them in all uppercase; e.g. True and
true are not the same thing as TRUE.

> TRUE

[1] TRUE

> FALSE

[1] FALSE

The logical operators are & for logical and, | for logical or, and ! for
not. These are some examples,

> FALSE | FALSE

[1] FALSE

> TRUE | FALSE

[1] TRUE
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> TRUE | TRUE

[1] TRUE

> FALSE & FALSE

[1] FALSE

> TRUE & FALSE

[1] FALSE

> TRUE & TRUE

[1] TRUE

> ! TRUE

[1] FALSE

> ! FALSE

[1] TRUE

You can combine these operators with other expressions that return TRUE

or FALSE. For example,

> 2 < 3 | 1 == 5

[1] TRUE

> 2 < 3 & 1 == 5

[1] FALSE

2 Assigning Values to Variables

In R, you create a variable and assign it a value using <- as follows. 1

> foo <- 2 + 2

1If you are wondering why I am using the name foo for variables read http://en.

wikipedia.org/wiki/Foo.
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This creates a a variable named foo that has a value of 4. You can use foo

in calculations.

> foo

[1] 4

> foo * 3

[1] 12

> foo + 5

[1] 9

You can also assign a new value to a variable,

> foo <- 5

> foo

[1] 5

Now foo is equal to 5.
To see the variables that are currently defined, use ls (as in “list”)

> ls()

[1] "foo"

> bar <- 2

> ls()

[1] "bar" "foo"

To delete a variable, use rm (as in “remove”)

> ls()

[1] "bar" "foo"

> rm(foo)

> ls()

[1] "bar"
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Either <- or = can be used to assign a value to a variable, but I prefer
and will exclusively use <- because is less likely to be confused with the
logical operator ==. However, you might see some code that uses =. Thus,
both of these syntaxes are correct

> foo <- 2

> foo

[1] 2

> bar = 5

> bar

[1] 5

3 Vectors

The basic type of object in R is a vector, which is an ordered list of val-
ues of the same type. You can create a vector using the c function (as in
“concatenate”).

> bar <- c(2, 5, 10, 2, 1)

> bar

[1] 2 5 10 2 1

> baz <- c(2, 2, 3, 3, 3)

> baz

[1] 2 2 3 3 3

There are also some functions that will create vectors with regular pat-
terns, like repeated elements.

> rep(2, 5)

[1] 2 2 2 2 2

> 1:5

[1] 1 2 3 4 5
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> seq(1, 10, by=2)

[1] 1 3 5 7 9

Many functions and operators like + or - will work on all elements of the
vector.

> bar + baz

[1] 4 7 13 5 4

> bar * baz

[1] 4 10 30 6 3

> bar == baz

[1] TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

> length(bar)

[1] 5

> min(bar)

[1] 1

> max(bar)

[1] 10

> mean(bar)

[1] 4

You can access parts of a vector as using [. Recall what the value is of
the vector bar.

> bar

[1] 2 5 10 2 1

If you want to get the first element:
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> bar[1]

[1] 2

To get the third element of bar use

> bar[3]

[1] 10

If you want to get the last element of bar without explicitly typing the
number of elements of bar, make use of the length function, which calculates
the length of a vector:

> bar[length(bar)]

[1] 1

You can also extract multiple values from a vector. E.g. to get the 2nd
through 4th values use

> bar[c(2, 3, 4)]

[1] 5 10 2

You can do this more succintly with

> bar[2:4]

[1] 5 10 2

To find out what : does, type 2:4 in your command prompt.
You can also use a vector of TRUE and FALSE values to select the elements

of the vector which you want. For example, to get the 2nd through 4th values
use

> bar[c(FALSE, TRUE, TRUE, TRUE, FALSE)]

[1] 5 10 2

Vectors can also be strings or logical values

> quxx <- c("a", "b", "cde", "fg")

> quxx

[1] "a" "b" "cde" "fg"
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4 Data Frames

In statistical applications, data is often stored as a data frame, which is like
a spreadsheet, with rows as observations and columns as variables. This is
what Agresti and Finlay refer to as a data file (pp. 6-7).

To manually create a data frame, use the data.frame function.

> data.frame(foo = c(1, 2, 3),

+ bar = c("a", "b", "c"),

+ baz = c(1.5, 2.5, 3))

foo bar baz

1 1 a 1.5

2 2 b 2.5

3 3 c 3.0

Most often you will be using data frames loaded from a file. For example,
load the results of the class survey. (This code needs to be run in the same
directory as psc205.rda; change the directory using setwd if necessary.)

> load("psc205.rda")

Now you can find the number of rows,

> nrow(psc205)

[1] 28

the number of columns,

> ncol(psc205)

[1] 18

and the names of columns

> names(psc205)

[1] "timestamp" "gender" "height_ft"

[4] "height_in" "news" "exercise"

[7] "vegetarian" "religion" "economy1"

[10] "party" "death_penalty" "economy2"

[13] "ideology" "obama" "romney"

[16] "santorum" "economy3" "dean"
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or

> colnames(psc205)

[1] "timestamp" "gender" "height_ft"

[4] "height_in" "news" "exercise"

[7] "vegetarian" "religion" "economy1"

[10] "party" "death_penalty" "economy2"

[13] "ideology" "obama" "romney"

[16] "santorum" "economy3" "dean"

Unlike the objects we’ve considered previously data frames are often too
big for it to be useful to print out the entire object. Some useful functions
to summarize the contents of a data frame are str, summary, and head.

> summary(psc205)

timestamp gender height_ft

1/18/2012 12:40:03: 1 Female: 8 Min. :4.000

1/18/2012 12:41:10: 1 Male :20 1st Qu.:5.000

1/18/2012 12:42:54: 1 Median :5.000

1/18/2012 12:43:46: 1 Mean :5.286

1/18/2012 12:44:44: 1 3rd Qu.:6.000

(Other) :22 Max. :6.000

NA's : 1

height_in news exercise

Min. : 0.000 Min. :1.000 Min. : 0.00

1st Qu.: 2.750 1st Qu.:3.000 1st Qu.: 2.00

Median : 6.000 Median :4.500 Median : 4.00

Mean : 5.786 Mean :4.643 Mean : 5.75

3rd Qu.: 9.250 3rd Qu.:7.000 3rd Qu.: 7.75

Max. :11.000 Max. :7.000 Max. :18.00

vegetarian religion economy1

No :26 Almost weekly : 2 Mode :logical

Yes: 2 Never attend :14 FALSE:15

Once or twice a month : 1 TRUE :11

Weekly or more : 1 NA's :2

Yearly :10
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party death_penalty economy2

Democrat :15 Don't Know: 7 Am indifferent :7

Don't Know : 1 Favor : 9 Somewhat approve :7

Independent: 5 Oppose :12 Somewhat disapprove:8

Other : 2 Strongly approve :3

Republican : 5 Strongly disapprove:3

ideology

Conservative : 3

Extremely liberal : 2

Liberal :10

Moderate, middle of the road: 2

Slightly conservative : 2

Slightly liberal : 9

obama

Liberal :12

Moderate, middle of the road: 7

Slightly liberal : 7

NA's : 2

romney

Conservative :14

Extremely conservative : 1

Moderate, middle of the road: 1

Slightly conservative : 9

Slightly liberal : 1

NA's : 2

santorum economy3

Conservative :10 Min. :20.00

Extremely conservative : 6 1st Qu.:56.25

Extremely liberal : 1 Median :69.50

Moderate, middle of the road: 3 Mean :64.05

Slightly conservative : 2 3rd Qu.:78.00

NA's : 6 Max. :90.00

NA's : 6.00
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dean

a brand of sausage : 3

a former leader in the Democratic Party:18

an actor who died in a car crash : 2

NA's : 5

> str(psc205)

Output omitted
It is also useful to print out the first few rows of data frame. You can do

this with the head function

> head(psc205)

timestamp gender height_ft height_in news

1 1/18/2012 12:40:03 Female 5 4 4

2 1/18/2012 12:41:10 Male 6 0 1

3 1/18/2012 12:42:54 Male 5 10 5

4 1/18/2012 12:43:46 Male 5 8 2

5 1/18/2012 12:44:44 Male 5 9 3

6 1/18/2012 12:52:38 Male 5 8 2

exercise vegetarian religion economy1 party

1 2 No Never attend NA Don't Know

2 3 No Never attend TRUE Democrat

3 2 No Yearly TRUE Democrat

4 5 No Almost weekly TRUE Democrat

5 4 Yes Never attend FALSE Independent

6 10 No Almost weekly FALSE Democrat

death_penalty economy2 ideology

1 Don't Know Somewhat disapprove Slightly liberal

2 Favor Somewhat approve Slightly liberal

3 Oppose Somewhat approve Liberal

4 Oppose Somewhat approve Slightly liberal

5 Oppose Somewhat disapprove Liberal

6 Favor Am indifferent Slightly liberal

obama romney

1 Liberal Conservative

2 Moderate, middle of the road Conservative

3 Slightly liberal Slightly conservative

4 Liberal Conservative

5 Moderate, middle of the road Slightly liberal
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6 Moderate, middle of the road Conservative

santorum economy3

1 <NA> 60

2 Extremely conservative 60

3 Conservative 80

4 Conservative 75

5 Extremely liberal NA

6 Slightly conservative NA

dean

1 a brand of sausage

2 a former leader in the Democratic Party

3 a former leader in the Democratic Party

4 <NA>

5 a former leader in the Democratic Party

6 a former leader in the Democratic Party

or by using the indexing operator [,

> psc205[1:2, ]

timestamp gender height_ft height_in news

1 1/18/2012 12:40:03 Female 5 4 4

2 1/18/2012 12:41:10 Male 6 0 1

exercise vegetarian religion economy1 party

1 2 No Never attend NA Don't Know

2 3 No Never attend TRUE Democrat

death_penalty economy2 ideology

1 Don't Know Somewhat disapprove Slightly liberal

2 Favor Somewhat approve Slightly liberal

obama romney

1 Liberal Conservative

2 Moderate, middle of the road Conservative

santorum economy3

1 <NA> 60

2 Extremely conservative 60

dean

1 a brand of sausage

2 a former leader in the Democratic Party

As the previous example showed, like vectors, you can access parts the
data frame using the index operator [. However, unlike vectors a data frame
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has two dimensions (rows and columns), and thus the indexing operator
takes two arguments separated by a comma. The part to the left of the
comma selects the rows, while the part to the right of the comma selects the
columns.

This returns the first row, and the second column

> psc205[1 , 2]

[1] Female

Levels: Female Male

If you ommit one of these arguments, it will return all the rows or columns.
E.g. this extracts all the columns of the first row

> psc205[1, ]

timestamp gender height_ft height_in news

1 1/18/2012 12:40:03 Female 5 4 4

exercise vegetarian religion economy1 party

1 2 No Never attend NA Don't Know

death_penalty economy2 ideology

1 Don't Know Somewhat disapprove Slightly liberal

obama romney santorum economy3 dean

1 Liberal Conservative <NA> 60 a brand of sausage

and this returns all the rows of the second column

> psc205[ , 2]

[1] Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Female

[9] Male Male Male Male Female Male Male Male

[17] Female Female Male Male Male Male Female Male

[25] Male Male Female Female

Levels: Female Male

You can also refer to columns by name. This prints the columns gender
and death_penalty for the rows 2-4.

> psc205[ 2:4, c("gender")]

[1] Male Male Male

Levels: Female Male
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However, you cannot directly access the columns of a data frame by
typing their names. E.g. the following command will give you an error
message stating that the variable gender does not exist.

> gender

To use a column in a data frame as a vector, use either $ or [[,

> psc205$gender

[1] Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Female

[9] Male Male Male Male Female Male Male Male

[17] Female Female Male Male Male Male Female Male

[25] Male Male Female Female

Levels: Female Male

> psc205[["gender"]]

[1] Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Female

[9] Male Male Male Male Female Male Male Male

[17] Female Female Male Male Male Male Female Male

[25] Male Male Female Female

Levels: Female Male

Using $ and [[[ to reference columns in a data frame is unambiguous,
but can get tedious to type if you are using a single data frame. However,
the attach function allows you to refer to the columns directly. Recall that
although gender is a column in the data frame psc205, if you type gender

in the command prompt, you will get an error message because there is
no variable named gender. Try the following, and you will get an error
message.

> gender

The function attach will tell R to include the names of columns in a data
frame as variables that you can reference. Use the following to attach the
data frame psc205,

> attach(psc205)

If attach works correctly you will not get any messages; you will only get
a message if there is an error. 2

2However, using attach can become confusing if you attach multiple data frames. If
multiple attached data frames have columns with the same names, then R will use the
column in the last data frame attached. When you are done using a data frame use detach
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Now, the following will work, and you can directly reference gender, and
any other column in the data frame, by its name

> gender

[1] Female Male Male Male Male Male Male Female

[9] Male Male Male Male Female Male Male Male

[17] Female Female Male Male Male Male Female Male

[25] Male Male Female Female

Levels: Female Male

Here are a couple of examples of answering questions from the data using
what we’ve learned so far.

� Find the ideology of the first observation in the data.

> ideology[1]

[1] Slightly liberal

6 Levels: Conservative Extremely liberal ... Slightly liberal

� Find the ideology of the last observation in the data. The number of
the last observation can be found, using either the length of the vector
ideology

> ideology[length(ideology)]

[1] Moderate, middle of the road

6 Levels: Conservative Extremely liberal ... Slightly liberal

or the number of rows in the data frame psc205,

> ideology[nrow(psc205)]

[1] Moderate, middle of the road

6 Levels: Conservative Extremely liberal ... Slightly liberal

� Find the ideology of observations 10-15 in the data.

> ideology[c(10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)]
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[1] Slightly liberal

[2] Conservative

[3] Slightly conservative

[4] Moderate, middle of the road

[5] Slightly liberal

[6] Liberal

6 Levels: Conservative Extremely liberal ... Slightly liberal

or

> ideology[10:15]

[1] Slightly liberal

[2] Conservative

[3] Slightly conservative

[4] Moderate, middle of the road

[5] Slightly liberal

[6] Liberal

6 Levels: Conservative Extremely liberal ... Slightly liberal

� Find the number of males in the class.

> sum(gender == "Male")

[1] 20

� Create a new variable male which is equal to TRUE if a student is a
male.

> male <- gender == "Male"

Using male, count the number of males in the data.

> sum(male)

[1] 20

The number of females can be counted by: either subtracting the
number of males from the total number of people in the data:

> length(male) - sum(male)

[1] 8
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or by using the logical not operator ! which will invert TRUE and FALSE

> sum(! male)

[1] 8

� Find the number of males in the class with the ideology, “Slightly
liberal”.

> sum(gender == "Male" & ideology == "Slightly liberal")

[1] 8

� Define a new variable height that includes both the height in feet and
inches.

> height <- height_ft + (height_in / 12)

� Find the number of students taller than 5 ft 8 in. The following code
works because the expression inside the parentheses evaluates to a
logical vector (a vector of TRUE and FALSE values), and when R sums
a logical vector is treats TRUE values as 1 and FALSE values as 0.

> sum(height > 5 + (8/12))

[1] 17

or

> sum(height > 5 | (height_ft == 5 & height_in > 8))

[1] 27

� The mean height of male students

> sum(height[gender == "Male"])

[1] 118.25

� The heights of the 3 shortest people in the class

> sort(height)[1:5]

[1] 4.833333 5.250000 5.333333 5.333333 5.416667
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� The heights of the 3 tallest people in the class

> sort(height, decreasing=TRUE)[1:5]

[1] 6.583333 6.333333 6.166667 6.166667 6.083333

The order function returns the index number of the elements in a vector
in increasing order. This is best shown in an example. First, I’ll make a new
variable with a some made up data. As per usual, I’ll call it foo for lack of
a better name.

> foo <- c(5, 1, 2)

The function order will find the positions of the smallest, second smallest
value, ... in the vector. For example, in foo.

� The smallest value is 1, which is in position 2.

� The second smallest value is 2, which is in position 3.

� The third smallest value (the largest value) is 5, which is in position
1.

So, order will return c(2, 3, 1)

> order(foo)

[1] 2 3 1

Returning to the class survey data, the observations of the data frame
in increasing order of height are,

> order(height)

[1] 13 17 1 24 18 8 23 25 27 4 6 5 9 3 11 16 22 20

[19] 28 2 7 12 14 15 19 21 26 10

That means that the smallest value of height is in position 13 of the vector.
You can check this by finding the minimum value of height

> min(height)

[1] 4.833333

and the value of height for position 13 in the vector
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> height[13]

[1] 4.833333

Sure enough, these values are equal.
The second smallest value of height is in position 17, and so on. The

tallest person is in position 10 of the vector.
If you use the option decreasing=TRUE, it will return the positions of

the elements of the vector from the highest value of height to the lowest.

> order(height, decreasing=TRUE)

[1] 10 26 19 21 15 2 7 12 14 20 28 3 11 16 22 5 9 4

[19] 6 8 23 25 27 18 1 24 17 13

Those results
order becomes useful, and can do things that sort cannot, because it

allows you to sort one vector by the values of a different vector. For example,
we can find the political party (party) of the five tallest people in the class
with.

> i <- order(height)[1:5]

> party[i]

[1] Republican Democrat Don't Know Democrat Democrat

5 Levels: Democrat Don't Know Independent ... Republican

The first line stores the positions of the five tallest people in a new variable
named i. The second line extracts those same values from party. That can
also be done in a single line

> party[order(height)[1:5]]

[1] Republican Democrat Don't Know Democrat Democrat

5 Levels: Democrat Don't Know Independent ... Republican

Another use for order is to sort an entire data frame. In this example I
print the values of party, ideology, economy1 for the 5 tallest people who
answered the survey.

> psc205[order(height, decreasing=TRUE),

+ c("party", "ideology", "economy1")][1:5, ]
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party ideology economy1

10 Democrat Slightly liberal TRUE

26 Independent Slightly liberal TRUE

19 Republican Conservative FALSE

21 Democrat Liberal NA

15 Democrat Liberal TRUE

5 Finding Help

? and help look for an object with the exact name used.

> ?mean

> help(mean)

> help("mean")

apropos finds objects which have a name similar to what is entered.

> apropos("mean")

help.search searches documentation for the keyword.

> help.search("mean")

help.start opens the R help pages in your web browser.

> help.start()

It is difficult to search for R related topics on Google due to R being a
single letter. Instead use http://www.rseek.org/, which narrows the search
down to websites that deal with R.

6 R Resources

These are also listed on the course website under “Labs”.

� Introductory tutorials

– http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/notes/

– http://www.ling.upenn.edu/̃joseff/rstudy/index.html (Week 1, Week
2 sections 4-5)

� Introductory text book
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– http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Paradis-rdebuts en.pdf

� Cheatsheets

– http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/refcard.pdf

– http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Short-refcard.pdf

� It is difficult to search for R related topics on Google due to R being
a single letter. Instead use http://www.rseek.org/, which narrows the
search down to websites that deal with R.

� If you are asking yourself, “Why are we using R?”, read this article
“Data Analysts Captivated by R’s Power”, New York Times, Jnuary
7, 2009.
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